
Level at AIS C B A

 ↓ ↓ ↓

IB Phases Phases 1-2 Phases 3-4 Phases 5-6

 ↓ ↓ ↓

Classification Language Acquisition - Danish as a foreign language Language Acquisition - Danish as an additional language Language & Literature - Danish as mother tongue

 ↓ ↓ ↓

Description

About Danish language and culture and get opportunity to engage in the local community. 
To understand and analyse information in simple texts when listening and reading. 
To use a basic range of vocabulary and grammatical structures, making many/some errors when speaking and writing. 
To use pronunciation and intonation that sometimes hinder comprehension.

The student will learn: 

 

Understand conventions of Danish language and culture. 
Understand and analyse information in simple and some complex texts when listening and reading. 
Use a range of vocabulary and grammatical structures, making some/few errors when speaking and writing. 
Use pronunciation and intonation that do not hinder comprehension. 
Be able to make conversation.

The student must have a level of Danish that makes them capable of acquiring the following skills: 

 

Speak in a near-native level of fluency in Danish. 
Make analysis of literary and non-literary texts i.e., content, context, language, style of text etc., when listening and reading. 
Evaluate differences and similarities across genres. 
Use appropriate and varied vocabulary and terminology, when speaking and writing, as well as correct grammar, spelling, and syntax. 

The student must have a level of Danish that makes them capable of acquiring the following skills: 

 
Danish A follows the public Danish curriculum (Fælles Mål) 

Transition through phases (January &
June)

Transition phase 2 → 3: 
When the student demonstrates skills as described above in 

phases 3-4. 

Transition phase 4 → 5: 
When the student demonstrates skills as described above in 

phases 5-6. 
NB! At the latest at the beginning of MYP 4, to ensure sufficient preparation for the Danish exam in MYP 5. 

 

 

Exam at AIS No exam Internal exam
The public Danish final exam 

(written, oral, grammar, reading) 

 ↓ ↓ ↓

Further Studies - High School
Most Danish C students at AIS qualify to Danish B HL in IB Diploma (see column to the right) 
Danish ab initio (beginner) in IB Diploma 

1.
2.

Danish B Higher Level in IB Diploma 
Go to a Danish boarding school (Efterskole) after MYP 5, take the Danish final exam there, and then apply to Danish High School
(Gymnasium) (see column to the right) 

1.
2.

 Danish High School/Gymnasiums (Danish final exam or entrance exam required) 
IB Diploma 

1.
2.

Further Studies - University Further studies in English Access to most Danish courses at University Access to all Danish courses at University

 

The IBDP allows graduates to apply to Danish universities provided that they have the subjects and grades required for their desired course.
The final diploma point score will be converted into a Danish grade average. You can find the conversion scale here. Aarhus Gymnasium's IB

alumni frequently emphasise the many ways that studying the IB in English has been beneficial for their university studies.
(from www.aarhusgym.dk) 

A lot of our students take Danish A Literature (either SL or HL) which equates fully to 'Dansk A'. Formally, it is up to the individual Danish
university whether they accept Danish B HL as equivalent to Dansk A / Studieprøven i Dansk som Andetsprog. We do recommend that you

check with the university to which you are thinking of applying. However, our former students have not experienced any problems when
applying to Danish universities with Danish B HL.

(from www.aarhusgym.dk) 

 

Danish at Aarhus International School

Danish A (Language & Literature: Danish as mother tongue)
Danish B (Language Acquisition: Danish as an additional language)
Danish C (Language Acquisition: Danish as a foreign language)

There are 3 levels you can study Danish in at AIS:

http://www.aarhusgym.dk/
http://www.aarhusgym.dk/

